This work describes the separation of polystyrene microparticles suspended in deionized ͑DI͒ water according to their dimensions using a dielectrophoretic ͑DEP͒ system. The DEP system utilizes curved microelectrodes integrated into a microfluidic system. Microparticles of 1, 6, and 15 m are applied to the system and their response to the DEP field is studied at different frequencies of 100, 200, and 20 MHz. The microelectrodes act as a DEP barrier for 15 m particles and retain them at all frequencies whereas the response of 1 and 6 m particles depend strongly on the applied frequency. At 100 kHz, both particles are trapped by the microelectrodes. However, at 200 kHz, the 1 m particles are trapped by the microelectrodes while the 6 m particles are pushed toward the sidewalls. Finally, at 20 MHz, both particles are pushed toward the sidewalls. The experiments show the tunable performance of the system to sort the microparticles of various dimensions in microfluidic systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dielectrophoresis refers to the motion of polarizable particles suspended in flow, induced by a spatially nonuniform electric field. These particles move toward the regions of strong electric field if they are more polarizable than the surrounding medium and such a motion is called positive dielectrophoresis. Alternatively, if the particles are less polarizable than the medium, they move away from the regions of strong electric field, and such a motion is called negative dielectrophoresis.
1 Generally, the regions of high electric field are formed at the tips of the microelectrodes, and therefore, the appropriate design of the microelectrodes is essential to induce the desired motion on the target particles. Moreover, the relative polarization of the particles within the flow depends on the medium conductivity and applied frequency, and hence, the appropriate adjustment of those operating parameters is essential to achieve the desired responses. Dielectrophoresis has been widely applied to carry out studies on polystyrene microparticles to assess and calibrate the performance of developed dielectrophoretic ͑DEP͒ systems prior to real experiments. [2] [3] [4] [5] It has also been used to manipulate, pattern, and assemble nanoparticles to fabricate fieldeffect-transistors, sensors, [6] [7] [8] and optofluidic devices, 9, 10 and to characterize, purify, sort, and aggregate biological samples such as cells [11] [12] [13] [14] and DNA molecules, 15, 16 as comprehensively reviewed in Refs. 8 and 17 .
The developed DEP systems take advantage of either different microelectrode configurations or various operating strategies to deliver the desired functionalities. With respect to microelectrode configurations, they can be classified into parallel or interdigitated, 4, 18, 19 oblique, 13, 20 castellated, 19, 21, 22 electrodeless, [23] [24] [25] sharp probe tweezers, 26 and three dimensional 3,27 configurations. While with regard to operating strategies, they can be classified into hyperlayer DEP field flow fraction by providing a negative DEP force at the bottom surface of the microchannel to levitate particles at different heights based on their dielectric properties, 18, 28 traveling wave dielectrophoresis by activating the neighboring microelectrodes at different phase shifts to move the particles at different directions or velocities, [29] [30] [31] multiple frequency dielectrophoresis by activating the consequent microelectrodes at different frequencies to realize the selective trapping of particles at predetermined locations of the system, 32 multistep dielectrophoresis by repetitive activating and inactivating the microelectrodes to establish rhythmic trap-and-release steps along the microchannel, 33 pulsed dielectrophoresis by harmonically activating and inactivating the microelectrodes to induce a pulsed DEP force along the microchannel, 34 barrier-assisted dielectrophoresis by combining negative DEP and pressure driven forces, 35, 36 and carbon nanotube-integrated dielectrophoresis by preassembling of carbon nanotubes between the opposite microelectrodes 37 to improve their capabilities.
In this work, we report the separation of polystyrene microparticles according to their dimensions, using arrays of curved microelectrodes patterned on the bottom surface of a microchannel. The curved microelectrodes offer unique features as they ͑i͒ cover the whole width of the microchannel, and therefore, can influence the majority of particles suspended in the flow and ͑ii͒ create a strong electric field gradient over the tips and maintain it along a large portion of their structure, as analyzed in our previous work. 38 The particles that possess positive DEP behavior are trapped along the microelectrodes while the particles with negative DEP behavior are variably pushed toward the sidewalls or retained behind the microelectrodes depending on their dimensions. In doing so, the curved microelectrodes offer the lateral field a͒ Electronic mail: kkho@deakin.edu.au. flow fraction of particles across the microchannel. This strategy offers the following advantages over the current separation strategies: the response of particles can be more clearly observed using an inverted microscope compared to hyperlayer DEP field flow fraction strategy, 18, 28 the operating of the system is much easier compared to multistep dielectrophoresis 33 and pulsed dielectrophoresis 34 strategies, and uses a regular rectangular microchannel compared to more complicated microchannels. 35, 36 Here, we have chosen 600 m as the width of the microchannel in comparison to 1000 m, which we had been chosen previously. 38 With a smaller width microchannel, we decreased the volume of the redundant sections of the microchannel, which in turn increased the performance of the system by allowing particles to experience DEP forces more efficiently. The tunable performance of the system is demonstrated by activating the microelectrodes with different ac signals of 100 kH, 200 kHz, and 20 MHz to excite the target microparticles at their positive/negative DEP modes. In doing so, we have successfully sorted microparticles of 1, 6, and 15 m according to their dimensions.
II. THEORY
The time-averaged DEP force applied on spherical microparticles is given as
where r is the radius of the particle, ‫ؠ‬ is the permittivity of the vacuum, m is the relative permittivity of the suspending medium, E rms is the root-mean-square ͑rms͒ value of the electric field and Re͓f CM ͔ is the real part of the ClausiusMossotti ͑CM͒ factor, calculated as:
where p ‫ء‬ and m ‫ء‬ are the complex permittivities of the particle and medium, each defined as
in which, i = ͱ −1, is the relative permittivity, is the electric conductivity, and is the angular frequency of the applied electric field. Based on the polarity of the Re͓f CM ͔, the particles demonstrate positive/negative DEP behavior and are pushed toward/away from the microelectrodes. The deionized ͑DI͒ water had a conductivity and relative permittivity of 2 ϫ 10 −4 S / m and 78, respectively. Alternatively, the overall conductivity of particles is described as bulk +2K s / r, in which bulk is the bulk conductivity that is negligible for polystyrene particles and K s is the total surface conductance composed of the contributions of the Stern layer and diffuse layer formed around the particles 1 while the relative permittivity of particles is 2.5. 39 In our experiments, we measured the crossover frequencies of 1, 6, and 15 m particles to be 1100Ϯ 50 kHz, 151Ϯ 15 kHz, and 11Ϯ 2 kHz, respectively, above which the particles demonstrated negative DEP response. Using this data, we calculated the mean K s to be 1.65 nS, 1.3 nS, and 0.75 nS, respectively, for 1, 6, and 15 m particles and obtained their Re͓f CM ͔ spectra, as shown in Fig. 1 . The wide difference between the K s of particles might be attributed to either different surface functionalizations ͑plain, carboxylated, and fluorescent dyes͒ or the different fabrication procedures applied by each manufacturer. Figure 2 presents the plan view of the developed DEP system. The DEP system is comprised of a glass substrate that supported five pairs of microelectrodes on its surface. The microelectrodes had a curved configuration with a width of 50 m, a minimum gap of 40 m along the centerline and a distance of 1000 m between the consequential pairs. The electric potential was applied through the pads of 6 ϫ 2.25 mm. Due to their curved shape, the microelectrodes cover the whole width of the microchannel, and therefore, can influence the majority of particles suspended in the flow. Moreover, they create a strong electric field gradient within the microchannel, which smoothly increases along the surface until reaching a peak at the tips. 38 Compared to oblique microelectrodes 13, 20 where DEP forces are locally concentrated at the tips, the DEP forces are generated more uni- formly along the surface of curved microelectrodes, which avoids unprecedented motions at the tips and enable operating at lower potentials. 40 To fabricate the microelectrodes, thin films of chrome/ gold were deposited on the glass substrate with a thickness of 500 Å/1500 Å using electron beam evaporation process. The pattern of the microelectrodes was realized using photolithography techniques. 41 The microelectrodes were integrated into a microchannel fabricated from poly͑dimethylesi-loxane͒ ͑PDMS͒ with a width of 600 m and a height of 80 m. The microchannel was fabricated by replica molding of PDMS from master templates using photolithography techniques. 41 The particles of 1 m ͑polystyrene with plain surface, Kisker, PPs.-1.0%-2.5%͒, 6 m ͓polystyrene with carboxylic group surface coating ͑COOH͒, Kisker, PPs.-6.0-COOH-5%͒, and 15 m ͑polystyrene labeled with red fluorescent dye, powder, Molecular Probes͒ were used as microparticles. The aqueous microparticle suspensions of 1 and 6 m particles were diluted with DI water in volume ratios of 1:15 and 1:30 ͑particles/water͒, respectively, while 30 mg of the powder containing 15 m particles was mixed with 450 l DI water. The suspensions were then ultrasonicated for 15 min to make a homogenous mixture of particles. The prepared suspensions were poured into the inlet reservoir of the microchannel and sucked out at desired flow rates using a syringe pump ͑Harvard Apparatus, PHD 2000͒. The dynamic behavior of the microparticles in response to the DEP force was observed using an inverted optical microscope ͑Nikon Eclipse, TE2000-U͒. The electric potential was applied across the microelectrodes using a function generator ͑Tabor Electronics, Model 8200͒.
III. EXPERIMENTAL

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Numerical analysis of the DEP system
In order to comprehend the response of particles to the DEP system, the DEP field was simulated using FLUENT software package ͑Fluent, USA, Lebanon, NH͒. The Laplace equation of electric potential was solved to obtain the ٌE rms 2 and then combined with Re͓f CM ͔ values to obtain the DEP force. The results are given at two planes along the x-axis, representing the middle and tip regions of microelectrodes. The values of DEP force along the x, y, and z-axes are given at different heights of z = 10 and 40 m ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒. The particles were denser than DI water and were moving very close to the bottom surface of the microchannel. However, exposure to microelectrodes decreased/increased the levitation height of particles depending upon their positive/ negative DEP responses. In the case of negative DEP response, microscopic observations showed that the 1, 6, and 15 m particles were levitated at average heights of z ϳ 40, 30, and 7.5 m, respectively, after passing the first microelectrode pair. The DEP force is a function of r and Re͓f CM ͔, as given in Eq. ͑1͒, which in turn depend on particle dimensions and applied frequency. Therefore, the calculated DEP forces were normalized with respect to r and −Re͓f CM ͔, where the negative sign corresponds to the negative DEP response of particles
The behavior of DEP forces was essentially similar at the shown planes. However, the location of their peaks changed due to the location of microelectrodes across the microchannel ͑shown by golden blocks͒. Moreover, the magnitude of DEP forces increased considerably at the tip region due to the presence of strong electric field gradients at this location ͓Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑d͔͒.
At z =10 m, the DEP-x and DEP-y forces changed their directions at the interior edge of the microelectrode ͑the edge close to sidewalls͒ while the DEP-z force remained positive and reached a peak at that location ͓Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑d͔͒. The DEP-x force, which acted with/against the drag force, was much weaker than the other forces. However, it could effectively decelerate the particles, funneling between the microelectrodes ͓Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑d͔͒. Alternatively, the DEP-y force, which pushed the particles toward/away from the sidewalls, had two local peaks above the interior edge of the microelectrode. Due to this, the particles moving between the opposite microelectrodes were further pushed toward the centerline and were funneled, and in contrast, the ones moving outside that region were further pushed toward the sidewalls ͓Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑d͔͒. The curved microelectrodes covered the whole width of the microchannel, and therefore, most of the particles were funneled. Finally, the DEP-z force was upward all across the microchannel and pushed the particles upward, contradicting the sedimentation force ͓Figs. 3͑b͒ and 3͑d͔͒.
At z =40 m, the magnitude of DEP forces decayed exponentially and the curves became smoother ͓Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑e͔͒. Interestingly, the DEP-y force completely shifted to negative values, meaning that the particles moving at higher heights were repelled toward the sidewalls, regardless of their location along the y-axis. This shifting, which initiated at z ϳ 25 m, facilitates the sorting of particles depending on their dimensions, as will be shown by experiments. Figure 4 shows the response of 1, 6, and 15 m particles to the DEP field when an ac signal of 30 V p-p and 20 MHz was applied across the microelectrodes and a flow rate of 0.2 l / min was provided in the microchannel. At this frequency, all particles exhibited negative Re͓f CM ͔ values, as shown in Fig. 1 and were expected to be repelled from the microelectrodes. Figures 4͑a͒-4͑c͒ show the responses of particles at the first, middle, and last microelectrode pairs of the system, respectively, while Fig. 4͑d͒ gives an insight to the overall dynamics of the particles.
B. Response of particles at 20 MHz
Approaching the first microelectrode pair, the neighboring particles attached to each other to form long pearl chains under the intensifying electric field. 42 The chains were aligned parallel to the field lines and formed a dense mass of particles at the entry region of the first pair ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 1 and Fig. 4͑d͒ : path 1͔. The chains moved under the hydrodynamic drag force until getting close to the tips. Then they were funneled between the microelectrodes since they were still levitating at lower heights and experienced a DEP-y force toward the centerline ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. However, the gradual increasing of the levitation height under the DEP-z force made the chains to experience a DEP-y force toward the sidewalls. The chains could not survive under the sudden deflection and rapidly fell apart to their constituent particles ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 1 and Alternatively, the 6 m particles were pushed toward the sidewalls more insistently ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 1 and Fig. 4͑d͒ : path 3͔ since the DEP-y force is proportional to r 3 , as given in Eq. ͑1͒, and hence, these particles experienced a much stronger force than their 1 m counterparts. At the same time, the particles were levitated at z =25-35 m under the DEP-z force. The particles had a lower levitation height than their 1 m counterparts since they were farther from the microelectrode tips and experienced a weaker DEP-z force. Passing the next pairs, the particles reached a stable condition and marched as thick strips very close to the sidewalls ͓Figs. 4͑b͒ and 4͑c͒, 1, and Fig. 4͑d͒ : path 6͔.
Finally, the 15 m particles were initially repelled toward the sidewalls and were levitated at z =5-10 m ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 1 and Fig. 4͑d͒ : path 4͔. The drag force, which pushed the particles along the microchannel, was very weak at this height and could hardly haul the particles. Moreover, the DEP-x force, which opposed to the movement of the particles, was considerable at this low height ͓Fig. 3͑d͔͒ and could further decelerate the particles. Under this combination, the 15 m particles stayed for a long time behind the second microelectrode pair ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 1 and Fig. 4͑d͒ : path 7͔. The long residence time at location-7 made the neighboring particles to form the secondary pearl chains between the first and second microelectrode pairs. The formation of chains made the particles more stagnated and made most of them anchored around location-7. A few particles, which had left that location, were funneled under the DEP-y force of the second pair ͓Fig. 4͑c͒, 1 and Fig. 3͑d͔͒ , which pushed the particles toward the centerline ͓Fig. 4͑d͒: path 8͔. The zigzag motion of 15 m particles was repeated at the next pairs ͓Fig. 4͑d͒: paths 9-10͔. The density of the anchored particles decreased gradually along the microchannel since most of them had been retained by the upstream microelectrodes ͓Figs. 4͑b͒ and 4͑c͒, 1͔.
The filtering efficiency was further examined by exciting the fluorescent 15 m particles under the UV lamp of the microscope. The images showed a dense shining mass of these particles accumulated at the entry region of the first pair ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 2 and Fig. 4͑a͒ , 3͔. The density of shining particles decreased gradually at the next pairs until being almost diminished at the last pair ͓Fig. 4͑c͒, 2͔.
The funneling of particles, which produces a particledense suspension at the entry region of the first pair, ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 1͔ has some implications on the performance of system. The high concentration of particles modifies the normal distribution of electric field, as simulated in Ref. 51 ͑Fig. S1͒. This can lead to significant variations in electric field strength across particle dimensions ͑Fig. S1, Ref. 51͒, which are the source of complex particle-particle interactions with possibly higher order moments ͑quadrupole, octopole, etc.͒.
1, [43] [44] [45] The local response of particles depends on their polarization with respect to the surrounding medium, as represented by Re͓f CM ͔, ͑Fig. 1͒. This dependency changes the response of particles at different frequencies, as shown in Ref. 51 ͑Figs. S1A-S1C͒.
Moreover, the particles that are moving in a very close distance form pearl chains at the entry region of the first pair ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 1͔. The electrokinetic behavior of pearl chains or other particle aggregates, which governs their formation, motion, attraction to microelectrodes, as well as fragmentation can deviate considerably from the single particle's behavior. The chains behavior is influenced by the complicated interaction of higher order DEP, mutual attractive and repulsive electrostatic, and hydrodynamic forces, which in turn depend on the number of particles and the chain direction. 42, 46, 47 The aggregation of particles influences the overall behavior of the system, resulting in "less than optimal" separating efficiencies. Nevertheless, in the vicinity of microelectrode tips, this issue was alleviated since the particles were either repelled toward the sidewalls, or retained behind the microelectrodes at low levitation heights, or trapped between the tips. However, for the sake of simplicity, the contributions of higher order DEP forces and particle-particle interactions were ignored at the entry region of the first pair, as shown in Eq. ͑1͒. Figure 5 shows the response of 1, 6, and 15 m particles to the DEP field when the frequency of the applied ac signal was decreased to 200 kHz while the other conditions were kept the same as Fig. 4 . At this frequency, the 1 m particles exhibited a positive Re͓f CM ͔ value while the 6 and 15 m particles behaved negatively, as shown in Fig. 1 . Under those conditions, it was expected to trap the 1 m particles between the microelectrodes while repelling the larger counterparts. Figures 5͑a͒-5͑c͒ show the response of particles at the first, middle, and last microelectrode pairs of the system, respectively, while Fig. 5͑d͒ illustrates the overall dynamics of the particles. The particles formed long pearl chains between the microelectrode pairs ͓Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑d͒: path 1͔. However, the chains were distributed over a larger area and got closer to the tips compared to Fig. 4͑a͒ . This is because, the Re͓f CM ͔ of 6 and 15 m particles had increased to Ϫ0.135 and Ϫ0.422 at 200 kHz, compared to Ϫ0.47 obtained at 20 MHz. This response led to the weakening of negative DEP forces, allowing the chains to approach the tips more freely.
C. Response of particles at 200 kHz
Following the collapse of the chains nearby the tips ͓Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑d͒: paths 2-4͔, the 1 m particles were trapped along the microelectrodes while most of them were accumulated at the tips due to the presence of strong electric field gradients ͓Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑d͒: path 2͔. The particles, which still remained in the flow, gradually lost their heights under the positive DEP-z force until being trapped by the next pairs ͓Figs. 5͑b͒-5͑d͒: path 5͔. As a result, the density of trapped particles decreased consistently at the consequent pairs since most of them had been trapped by the upstream pairs.
Alternatively, the 6 m particles exhibited a similar response to Fig. 4͑d͒ . They were repelled toward the sidewalls and simultaneously levitated at higher heights ͓Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑d͒: path 3͔. The consequent microelectrode pairs stabilized the location of particles and led to the formation of thick strips close to the sidewalls ͓Figs. 5͑b͒-5͑d͒: path 6͔. Finally, the 15 m particles also exhibited a similar response to Fig.  4͑d͒ . Approaching the tips, they were repelled toward the sidewalls and levitated moderately ͓Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑d͒: path 4͔. The particles moved very close to the bottom side of the microchnnel and most of them were retained behind the second microelectrode pair ͓Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑d͒: path 7͔. The particles, still suspended in the flow, passed through the microchannel in a zigzag motion until being filtered by the next pairs ͓Figs. 5͑b͒-5͑d͒: paths 8-10͔. Figure 6 shows the response of 1, 6, and 15 m particles to the DEP field when the frequency of the applied ac signal was decreased to 100 kHz while the other conditions were kept the same as Fig. 4 . Under those conditions, the 1 and 6 m particles demonstrated positive DEP behavior and were expected to become trapped at the microelectrodes while the 15 m particles demonstrated negative DEP behavior and were expected to be repelled from the microelectrodes. Figures 6͑a͒-6͑c͒ show the response of particles at the first, middle, and last microelectrode pairs of the system, respectively, while Fig. 6͑d͒ reveals the overall dynamics of the particles.
D. Response of particles at 100 kHz
Approaching the first microelectrode pair, the particles attached to each other to form long pearl chains ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑d͒: path 1͔. The 1 and 6 m particles got closer to the tips and were gradually trapped along the microelectrode. The 6 m were large enough to cover the area between the pair while the 1 m particles were interwoven within the larger particles and could not be observed distinguishably ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑d͒: path 2͔. The 1 m particles that were accumulated along the edges of the microelectrodes could be observed as brown strips along the surface ͓Fig. 6͑b͒, 2 and The 15 m particles still demonstrated negative DEP behavior and were repelled from the microelectrodes ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑d͒: path 3͔, as predicted in Fig. 1 . Most of these particles were filtered behind the second microelectrode pair ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑d͒: path 5͔ while a few of them passed the microchannel through a zigzag route until being retained by DEP barriers ͓Fig. 6͑b͒, 1 and Fig. 6͑d͒ : paths 6-8͔. Compared to Figs. 4͑c͒, 1 and Fig. 5͑c͒ , the filtering efficiency of the system has decreased since a few 15 m particles could pass through the microelectrodes ͓Fig. 6͑c͒, 1͔.
Figure 6͑b͒, 2 clearly shows the 1 and 6 m particles, which were trapped at the middle microelectrode pair and the 15 m particles, which were held behind the next pair. The 1 m particles could be observed as brown strips along the microelectrode edges.
To confirm the trapping of 1 m particles alongside the 6 m particles, the magnitude of the ac signal was decreased to 5 V p-p to allow the trapped particles to be washed away by the drag force, as shown in Ref. 51 ͑Fig. S2͒. Most of the 1 m particles were trapped at the tips and following the releasing, marched along the centerline. The DEP force was not strong enough to trap them but could funnel them along the microelectrodes. Alternatively, the 6 m particles experienced a much stronger DEP force due to their larger dimensions. The particles that were trapped close to the tips 
E. Assessing the performance of the DEP system
The performance of the system was further evaluated in terms of its trapping efficiency defined as ͑n inlet − n outlet / n inlet ͒ ϫ 100% ͑n is the number of target particle͒, yield defined as ͑n outlet / n inlet ͒ ϫ 100%, and enrichment factor defined as ͑f outlet / f inlet ͒ ϫ 100% ͑f is the fraction of target particle with respect to all particles͒. The above evaluations were conducted using a standard cell counting chamber slide ͑Neubauer hemocytometer͒, as follows. First, the inlet suspension was diluted and applied to the chamber of hemocytometer. Next, the average number of 1, 6, and 15 m particles per milliliter of inlet ͑n inlet ͒ was obtained by counting the particles in five squares of the slide under the microscope, to be used as the reference. Then, the outlet of the DEP system was collected in a syringe ͑BD plastic, 1͒, diluted, and applied to the hemocytometer to be counted. This procedure was repeated three times and the data presented as meanϮ standard error.
At 20 MHz, the 15 m particles were retained by microelectrodes ͑Fig. 4͒, and therefore, were considered as the target particles. In doing so, the average number of released 15 m particles per milliliter of the outlet ͑n outlet ͒ was counted, revealing the trapping efficiency of these particles as 88Ϯ 4%. Consequently, the retained 15 m particles were released and applied to the hemocytometer, revealing the yield and enrichment factor of these particles as 86Ϯ 4% and 21, respectively. Alternatively, at 200 kHz, the 1 and 15 m particles were trapped and retained, respectively, by microelectrodes ͑Fig. 5͒ and their trapping efficiencies were evaluated as 79Ϯ 3% and 85Ϯ 4%, respectively. The 6 m particles freely passed the microelectrodes, were collected at the outlet with a yield, and enrichment factor of 93Ϯ 3% and 2.5, respectively. Finally, at 100 kHz, the 1, 6, and 15 m particles were trapped, trapped, and retained, respectively, by microelectrodes ͑Fig. 6͒ and their trapping efficiencies were evaluated as 82Ϯ 4%, 86Ϯ 5%, and 84Ϯ 3%, respectively, as given in Fig. 7 . However, the yield and enrichment factor of particles could not be evaluated at this frequency, since the particles were mixed.
Higher trapping efficiencies can be obtained by reducing the inefficient sections of the microchannel that are close to the sidewalls and do not take advantage of strong DEP forces. This goal can be achieved in several ways such as applying sheath flow to focus the particles along the centerline 48 or implementing circular barriers within the microchannel along the sidewalls upstream of the microelectrodes to reroute the particles off the sidewalls. 49 The experiments showed the capability of curved microelectrodes to offer the lateral field flow fraction of particles across the microchannel. This strategy offers some advantages over the current separation strategies. Compared to hyperlayer DEP field flow fraction strategy, 18, 28 in which the particles are levitated at different heights according to their dielectric properties, the particles are relocated at different widths of the microchannel, and therefore, can be tracked more straightforwardly using an inverted microscope. Moreover, compared to multistep dielectrophoresis 33 and pulsed dielectrophoresis 34 strategies, in which the ac signal is engineered to separate the particles, the proposed system relies on easier operating principles. Finally, compared to barrierassisted dielectrophoresis strategy, 35, 36 which utilize complicated microchannels to trap the target particles behind the barriers; the proposed system takes advantage of a regular rectangular microchannel. The dimensions of used particles are similar to those of prokaryotic ͑ϳ1 m͒ and eukaryotic ͑ϳ3-40 m͒ cells, 50 and therefore, the offered system has a great potential for biological applications.
However, the developed DEP device does not provide the continuous separation of particles since at specific frequencies some populations are trapped/retained under positive/negative DEP forces, as shown in Figs. 4-6 . However, the sorted particles can be recovered by using a multistep strategy, as given in Ref. 51 ͑Fig. S3͒.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Tunable multiplex separation of microparticles suspended in liquid has been achieved using ac dielectrophoresis. The DEP system takes advantage of curved microelectrodes, which are patterned on the bottom surface of a PDMS microchannel. The system facilitates the lateral DEP field flow fraction of particles based on their dimensions across the microchannel. The controllable performance of the systems enables it to sort and retain specific particles from a mixed population. Further improvement of the system in terms of microelectrode configuration and microchannel dimensions enhances its efficiency in terms of separating the particles with smaller difference in size or comparable dielectric properties, as well as increasing its throughput. 
I. INTRODUCTION
1 Generally, the regions of high electric field are formed at the tips of the microelectrodes, and therefore, the appropriate design of the microelectrodes is essential to induce the desired motion on the target particles. Moreover, the relative polarization of the particles within the flow depends on the medium conductivity and applied frequency, and hence, the appropriate adjustment of those operating parameters is essential to achieve the desired responses. Dielectrophoresis has been widely applied to carry out studies on polystyrene microparticles to assess and calibrate the performance of developed dielectrophoretic ͑DEP͒ systems prior to real experiments.
2-5 It has also been used to manipulate, pattern, and assemble nanoparticles to fabricate fieldeffect-transistors, sensors, [6] [7] [8] and optofluidic devices, 9,10 and to characterize, purify, sort, and aggregate biological samples such as cells [11] [12] [13] [14] and DNA molecules, 15, 16 as comprehensively reviewed in Refs. 8 and 17.
In this work, we report the separation of polystyrene microparticles according to their dimensions, using arrays of curved microelectrodes patterned on the bottom surface of a microchannel. The curved microelectrodes offer unique features as they ͑i͒ cover the whole width of the microchannel, and therefore, can influence the majority of particles suspended in the flow and ͑ii͒ create a strong electric field gradient over the tips and maintain it along a large portion of their structure, as analyzed in our previous work. 38 The particles that possess positive DEP behavior are trapped along the microelectrodes while the particles with negative DEP behavior are variably pushed toward the sidewalls or retained behind the microelectrodes depending on their dimensions. In doing so, the curved microelectrodes offer the lateral field flow fraction of particles across the microchannel. This strategy offers the following advantages over the current separation strategies: the response of particles can be more clearly observed using an inverted microscope compared to hyperlayer DEP field flow fraction strategy, 18, 28 the operating of the system is much easier compared to multistep dielectrophoresis 33 and pulsed dielectrophoresis 34 strategies, and uses a regular rectangular microchannel compared to more complicated microchannels. 35, 36 Here, we have chosen 600 m as the width of the microchannel in comparison to 1000 m, which we had been chosen previously. 38 With a smaller width microchannel, we decreased the volume of the redundant sections of the microchannel, which in turn increased the performance of the system by allowing particles to experience DEP forces more efficiently. The tunable performance of the system is demonstrated by activating the microelectrodes with different ac signals of 100 kH, 200 kHz, and 20 MHz to excite the target microparticles at their positive/negative DEP modes. In doing so, we have successfully sorted microparticles of 1, 6, and 15 m according to their dimensions.
II. THEORY
III. EXPERIMENTAL
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Numerical analysis of the DEP system
B. Response of particles at 20 MHz
Approaching the first microelectrode pair, the neighboring particles attached to each other to form long pearl chains under the intensifying electric field. 42 The chains were aligned parallel to the field lines and formed a dense mass of particles at the entry region of the first pair ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 1 and Fig. 4͑d͒ : path 1͔. The chains moved under the hydrodynamic drag force until getting close to the tips. Then they were funneled between the microelectrodes since they were still levitating at lower heights and experienced a DEP-y force toward the centerline ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. However, the gradual increasing of the levitation height under the DEP-z force made the chains to experience a DEP-y force toward the sidewalls. The chains could not survive under the sudden deflection and rapidly fell apart to their constituent particles ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 1 and Alternatively, the 6 m particles were pushed toward the sidewalls more insistently ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 1 and Fig. 4͑d͒ : path 3͔ since the DEP-y force is proportional to r 3 , as given in Eq. ͑1͒, and hence, these particles experienced a much stronger force than their 1 m counterparts. At the same time, the particles were levitated at z =25-35 m under the DEP-z force. The particles had a lower levitation height than their 1 m counterparts since they were farther from the microelectrode tips and experienced a weaker DEP-z force. Passing the next pairs, the particles reached a stable condition and marched as thick strips very close to the sidewalls ͓Figs. 4͑b͒ and 4͑c͒, 1, and Fig. 4͑d͒: path 6͔ .
The filtering efficiency was further examined by exciting the fluorescent 15 m particles under the UV lamp of the microscope. The images showed a dense shining mass of these particles accumulated at the entry region of the first pair ͓Fig. 4͑a͒, 2 and Fig. 4͑a͒, 3͔ . The density of shining particles decreased gradually at the next pairs until being almost diminished at the last pair ͓Fig. 4͑c͒, 2͔.
C. Response of particles at 200 kHz
D. Response of particles at 100 kHz
Approaching the first microelectrode pair, the particles attached to each other to form long pearl chains ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑d͒: path 1͔. The 1 and 6 m particles got closer to the tips and were gradually trapped along the microelectrode. The 6 m were large enough to cover the area between the pair while the 1 m particles were interwoven within the larger particles and could not be observed distinguishably ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑d͒: path 2͔. The 1 m particles that were accumulated along the edges of the microelectrodes could be observed as brown strips along the surface ͓Fig. 6͑b͒, 2 and Fig. 6͑c͒, 2͔ . The 1 and 6 m particles, which still remained in the flow, gradually lost their heights until being trapped by the consequent pairs ͓Fig. 6͑b͒, 1, Fig. 6͑c͒, 1 , and Fig. 6͑d͒ : path 4͔. The density of the trapped particles decreased consistently at the consequent microelectrodes since most of them had been trapped by the upstream microelectrodes.
The 15 m particles still demonstrated negative DEP behavior and were repelled from the microelectrodes ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑d͒: path 3͔, as predicted in Fig. 1 . Most of these particles were filtered behind the second microelectrode pair ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑d͒: path 5͔ while a few of them passed the microchannel through a zigzag route until being retained by DEP barriers ͓Fig. 6͑b͒, 1 and Fig. 6͑d͒ : paths 6-8͔. Compared to Figs. 4͑c͒, 1 and Fig. 5͑c͒ , the filtering efficiency of the system has decreased since a few 15 m particles could pass through the microelectrodes ͓Fig. 6͑c͒, 1͔.
